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The OCI helper:
Platform overview
The OCI helper: This self-service implementation platform will guide and assist your
team in oﬄine conversion import (OCI/OCT) and conversion value implementation.

Why use the OCI helper?
Helps address the lead quality challenge
70% of lead generation advertisers claim
that lead quality is their biggest challenge.
Oﬄine data allows advertisers to measure
the quality of their leads better.

Customer and agency self sign-up
Your business can sign-up directly to
implement OCI/OCT without any additional
support needed, allowing your team to
implement OCI/OCT at your own pace.

Synergy with all advertising strategies

Customized implementation plan

Businesses achieve a 20% increase in revenue
and 30% cost eﬃciencies when integrating
strategies with customer data across the
whole lead-to-sale journey.

Customized implementation steps based on
your company resources (e.g., CRM usage,
sales cycles), ensuring that the
implementation approach ﬁts your needs.

How does the OCI helper work?
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Sign in
to the OCI helper

How do I sign in?
Use your Google Account to use the platform
Google accounts are free, create one here.

Why do I need to be signed in?

Stakeholders Collaboration:
Multiple users can log in on the same
implementation project to collaborate as your
team works to import oﬄine conversions.

Customized implementation plan:
The OCI helper creates a fully customized
implementation plan for your business
based on the saved project information.

How is my data being used?
None of the information collected by the OCI helper will be shared with any third
parties. Data will be used exclusively by the platform’s backend to:
●

Create a customized implementation plan for your business.

●

Track your progress within the platform.

●

Allow your team to work in the same project management environment.
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The questionnaire

What is the questionnaire?
The OCI helper will ask a series of customization questions whenever you start a new project.
The platform will use your answers as the base for the implementation process .

Who in my company is best fitted to answer these questions?
Ideally, a person within the organization that has a good understanding of the
following topics:
●

Your customer’s lead-to-sale journey (the list of events that gradually
process and qualify inbound leads into a paying customer).

●

Your company’s marketing objectives and targets.

●

A high-level view of the tools and systems your company uses to process
leads (e.g., CRM, web databases, spreadsheets).
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Stakeholder
assignment

Teamwork makes OCI implementation very simple! There are four roles to be filled by
members of your company to implement offline conversion imports successfully.

What are the roles?

Can I assign the same person to multiple roles?
Yes! You can also assign multiple people to a single role. You can assign up to
four people to each role. You cannot start the implementation process without all
roles assigned.
How do I assign roles?
Once you answer the questionnaire, the OCI helper will prompt you to the
stakeholder assignment page to add, edit and delete stakeholders to
implementation roles. Whenever you assign a person from your team, they will
receive a invitation email to join your project on OCI helper.
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Implementation
page

Once you have answered the questionnaire and assigned stakeholders to the
implementation team, your team will be prompted to the customized implementation
process. Every implementation page has the following information:
Progress bar

The progress bar shows how advanced your team is regarding the implementation process
(you can click on any of the implementation steps to navigate directly to that page).
Step owner

Each step has a step owner. The person (or people) highlighted as step owner is in charge
of executing that speciﬁc implementation step. Whenever your implementation advances
steps, all new step owners will receive an email letting them know that action is required.
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Implementation
page

Goals

Each step of the implementation process has one or more goals to be accomplished by
the step owner to advance to the next step.
Overview

You can ﬁnd a quick overview of what is required at the current implementation step right
below the goal.
Guide

Follow the detailed step-by-step guide on each page to drive OCI implementation!
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Implementation
page

Common pitfalls to avoid

We’ve listed the most common implementation issues found on each implementation
step. Make sure to read these pro-tips before following the guide.
Advancing to the next step

Once you’re all set with the current step, click on View email and send, this will allow you
to customize the message the OCI helper sends to the step owners responsible for the
next implementation step.
Support options

At the bottom of each implementation step page, we have listed all available support
options.

